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Abstract 
sased on a simple subduction model similar to MCKENZIE (1972)， temperature in a plate of 
a constant thickness subducting into an isothermal mant1e was solved analytically in a general 
form， sothat transient features of the seismic segment of the subducting plate as a function of 
time were discussed for three cases that (1) the subducting motion stopped， (2) new subduction 
began after a short period of the pause and (3) the subduction velocity changed stepwisely. In 
any cases， the plate assimilates thermally with the mantle and becomes aseismic after a constant 
time since it started to subduct in spite of difference in history of its movement. 
1. Introduction 
Turbidite sediments of Pliocene age were found in the DSDP cores of a site 297 
drilled at the out side of the Nankai trough， and this finding has given an idea that suか
ducting motion of the Philippine Sea plate had stopped at the Nankai trough during 
a short period around 3-5 Ma (e.g. INGLE et al.， 1975). A simple imagination gives an 
idea that the seisn1ic zone would shorten after the subducting motion stopped， and that 
if new subducting motion began the zone would become long until a steady state would 
be achieved. However， inorder to discuss further， we need to know more how tem-
perature in the plate changes with time during and after the pause. Many authors have 
discussed temperature in a subducting plate (e.g. McKENZIE， 1969， 1970， 1972， HASEBE 
et al.， 1970， TOKSOZ et al.， 1971， GRIGGS， 1972)， but most of theln concerned with a steady 
state subduction and there has been very few discussions on transient features of tenl-
perature after the subducting motion stops or begins again. 
As the first step to solve the problem， the present study will discuss mathematically 
how temperature changes after the subducting motion stops or begins again， and will 
give some ideas on transient features of a subducting plate ，¥rhen the subduction velocity 
changes stepwisely with time. 
The general equation for temperature within a moving material is 
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叶lcrev is the velocity of the material，ρis its density，ら isits specific heat， Ilis its heat 
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Fjg. 1. Geometry and coordinate system for the present tempepature calculation 
in the subducting plate. It is assumed that the oceanic plate OA moves to 
OB quickly and that temperature is isothermaI in the mant!@. 
generation， and κis its conductivity of heat. If the x axis is taken to be parallel to the 
dip of a subducting plate， the z axis is to be normal to the plate and the origin of coor-
dinates is chosen to be on the lower boundary (See Fig. 1)， (1.1) becomes 
¥ Iθ2T θ2T 
ρCp(-+u- )=κ(→+-
θxノ ¥θx2 θ:?-I ' (1勾
where Vl gives the x component of velocity and H Is i伊 oredbecause of the snlal1 radio-
activity in the plate. 
For the convenience of mathematical treatise， we wil1 assume in this preliminary 
study that the 自問termof the right hand of (1.2) is greatly smaller than the second term. 
This assumption means to neglect the heat conduction parallel to the x axis. Because 
the temperature gradient across the plate is greater than the gradient along the plate 
in nlost cases， this assumption may be reasonable. Then (1.2) becomes 
，θTθT 
ρC合{一一+む一一
y ¥θ tθx 
θ2T 
ニ=κ一一一
θZ2・ (1.3) 
IfθT/θt=O， (1.3) gives steady state equation， which McKENZIE (1972) solved 
analytically to give temperature in the plate subducting into an isothermal mantle. In 
the present study， we will -examine features of his solution and solve (1.3) to obtain 
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temperature in the plate as a function of time on the basis of the model similar to 
McKENZIE (1972)'s one. The basic assumptions of the lnodel are 
(A) the temperature is isothermal in the mantle outside of the subducting plate， 
(B) the subducting plate has initially an uniform temperature gradient， 
(C) the thickness of the plate is constant， and 
(D) heat conducts only in the direction normal to the surface of the plate. 
The assumption (A) does not seem realistic because the temperature increases both 
outside and inside of the plate through heating due to the adiabatic compression， radio田
activity and phase transition. However， as McKENZIE (1970， 1972) suggested， ifwe 
assume that the increase of temperature with depth is almost adiabatic enough to neglect 
the effect of radioactivity and phase transition， the assumption (A) is replaced by the 
assumption (A') the potential temperature is isothernlal in the upper lnantle. Then， 
we wil1 be able to discuss features of the potential temperature in a subducting plate 
with a slight modification. According to McKENZIE (1967)， the temperature gradient 
in the oceanic plate becomes uniform after a considerably long time since it was created 
at a spreading center. The assumption (B) suggests that an oceanic plate of a very old 
age subducts. The plate must bend under the trench， but the effect is ignored in such 
a manner as a material OA moves to OB quickly (See Fig. 1). 
1. Steady-state subduction 
The equation governing temperature Ts(ぶ，z) in a plate subducting into an iso-
thermal mantle at a velocity v is
θTθ2T v -.. s -κ-J (II.1) 
ρθxθZ2 ・
McKENZIE (1972) has given a solution of (11.1) under the boundary conditions (A) and 
(B) : 
Ts(x， 0)= To and 
Ts(x， 1)= To ， 
Ts(O， z)= To(1-z/1) ， 
(11.2) 
(11.3) 
where 1 isthe thickness of the plate and To isthe temperautre in the isothermal nlantle. 
The solution is 
Ts(x， z)==九[1十三}Cn exp(-nザ x/Rl)sin(nπz/l)] ， (11.4) 
where Cn=2(-1)りnπ (n=l，2，…) and R=ρCpvl/κ. Fig. 3(a) gives contours of iso-
therms Ts/To=0.2， 0.4， 0 6 and 0.8 for the case of 1=80 km and v=5 cm/yr. 
As the partial derivative with z becomes null at the leading edge of an isotherm， 
the maximum x-coordinate Xa of an isotherm Ta can be determined by solving equations 
，n i for two unknown values (~'a ， z): 
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九[1+~ Cn exp( _n2π2xa/Rl) sin(nπz/l)] == Ta ， 
(11.5) 
~ nCtJ exp( -n2n2xa/Rl) cos (nnz/l)ニ O.
If we assume that the subducting plate assimilates thermally with the mantle and， there-
fore， losses the potential to generate earthquakes (or becomes aseismic) where the mini目
mum temperature across the plate becomes higher than a critical temperature Ta， the 
solution Xa of (11.5) gives the length of the seismic segnlent of the subducting plate. 
The time ta defined by ta==xaJv gives the time requiring for the plate to assimilate 
with the surrounding mantle since it started to subduct， or the time constant of a suト
ducting plate for thermal assimilation.. Then， (11.5) becomes 
九[1+~ Cn exp( _n2π2ta/a) sin(nnzJl)] == Ta ， 
(11.6 ) 
~' nCn exp(一η2π2ta!a)cos (nnz/l) == 0 ， 
where a==ρCpl怜. As (11.6) does not include a parameter v， tais independent of sub-
duction Vie~ocity. 
If we introduce ta' and z' defined by ta'ニ ta/12and z' ==zJl， (11.6) becomes 
九[1十21Cmexp(-n2内 '/b)sin(nnz')] == Ta ， 
(11.7) 
~ nCn exp( -n2n2ta'/b) cos(nπ〆)== 0 ， 
where b==ρCp/k. As (11.7)、doesnot include a parameter 1， the solution ta' is independ圃
ent of the thickness 1. 
Summarizing the above discussions， the length Xa of the seismic segment is pro-
portional to the product of velocity and square of thickness， and the tirne constant ta 
for assimilation is proportional to square of thickness : 
ta == .[2fc ， 
Xa == vl2/c ==むら，
(11.8) 
(11.9) 
where c == l/ta'. The above relations will be used in Discussion to understand the be-
havior of the seismic segment when the subduction velocity changes. 
11. Tempel"ature after suhducting motion stopped 
If the subducting motion with a velocity v stopped at t==O and the plate remains 
without motion at the same place at t>O (See Fig. 2)， the equation governing tenlpera-
ture Tc(x， z， t)in the plate is given by neglecting the term of v8TJθX in (1.3): 
ハ θT，. θ2T"ρしの一一よ =κ ル
yθtθZ2 
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?
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Fig. 2. Situation when subducting motion stops. (1) A plate subducted at a 
velocity v (t <0) and (2) it remains at the same place in the mantle after 
subducting motion stopped (t> 0). 
The temperature at t=O isgiven by (11め:
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From the assumption (A)， the temperatures at z==O and 1 are 
Tc(x， 0， t)== To and 
Tc(x， 1， t)== To・
、?
，?
? 、
?
????， ，
?、
Because the temperature gradient across the plate must be greater than that along 
1= 80.0 km v= 5.0 cm/yr v*= 0.0 cm/yr tp= 0.0 m.y. 
( a ) It= 0.0 m. y 
O. 
O. 500. 1000. 
(b)lt=5.0m.y 
O. 
O. 500. 1000. 
開司r ，. 
(c ) I t詰 10.0m y 』
O. 
O. 
血
500. 1000. 
(d)1 t=15.0 m.y 
O. 
0 500 1000 
Fig. 3. Temperatures in the subducting plate after the subducting motion stop-
ped. l=80 km，む= 5 cmfyr and other physical constants are as same as 
in McKENZJE (1969). Practical calculations are made using Equation 
(IV. S) under the conditions that 1=80 km，む=Scmfyr，む*=0cmfyr and 
tρ=0 my. Contours are isotherms for TcfTo=0.2， 0.4， 0.6 and 仏8at 
(a) t=O my (steady state)， (b) t=5 my， (c) t= 10 my and (d) t=15 my. 
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the dip of the plate just after the su.bducting motion stopped as expressed by (111.2)， 
it is reasonable to consider that (111.1) which neglects the heat conduction parallel to 
the dip of the plate is valid for a relatively short period. Because (111.1) does not include 
any terms related to x， x in a function Tc(x， z， t)should be treated as a constant para-
meter but not a variable. 80， we can not assign the boundary condition at x=O， indi-
cating that this model is free from the assumption (B). 
As shown in Appendix A， the solution of (111.1) satisちring(111.2) and (111.3) is 
Tか，z， t)= To[l十三JCn exp(-仇 (111.4 ) 
Fig. 3 compares the temperatures Tc(x， z， t)at t=O， 5， 10 and 15 my after the sub-
ducting motion stopped. As the righ1r hand of (11.4) becomes the right hand of (111.4) 
if x isexchanged with x+vt， 
Tか，z， t)= Ts(x+vt， z). (111.5) 
Equation (111.5) indicates that temperature at a point (x， z) after the subducting 
motion stopped is equal to one at a point (x+vt， z)in the steady state subduction and， 
therefore， that the isotherm moves upward at a velocity v (8ee Fig. 3). 
IV. Temperature after Rew subducting motion began 
In this section， we will discuss temperature in a plate which began to subduct again 
after a short period of a pquse in the subducting motion as follows (8ee Fig. 4): 
(1) t <ー tp (2) -tp <t<o 
『ー〉 .・ 、・• .、.
PA . PB 
(3) O<t 
司.、
ーー〉
J， . 、
Fig. 4. Situation before and after a pause in subducting motion. (1) A plate 
PB subducted at a velocity v (t< -tp). (2) The subducting motion 
stopped when a plate PA reached at the trench and the plate PB remained 
at the same place in the mantle (ー ら<t<O). (3) Mter the plate PA 
began to subduct again， itsubducts at a velocity v* together with the plate 
PB (t>O). 
(1) a plate PB had subducted at a constant velocity v， 
(2) the subducting motIJon stopfed at t = らー whena plate P A reached at the 
trench and 
(3) the present subducting motion began at t=O at the same place and the plate PA 
subducts at a velocity v* together with the plate PB. 
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The thermal equation governing temperature T:か，z， t)in the subducting plate is 
? ??
????
? ? ??
??
?
?
? ?
?
??
?
? ?
??
??
(IV.l) 
As the subducting motion had stopped during a period tp， the temperature at t=O 
is given by (111.4 
， ， ，
?
????????
??
? ????????， ， ? 、 、? ???
??
?????
? ?
?? ?、 ? ， ，
?
? ????? (IV.2) 
From the assumptions (A) and (B)， the temperaturesば z=Oand 1， and at x=O are 
Tr(x， 0， t)= To and 
Tr(x， 1， t)=九，
Tr(O， z， t)= To(l-zjl) . 
(IV.3) 
(IV.4) 
As shown in Appendix B， the solution of (IV.l) satisfying (IV.3) and (IV.4) is 
1= 80.0 km v= 5.0 cm/yr v*= 5.0 cm/yr tp: 7.5 m.y 
T 
' (a) I {. 0 0 mγ 
b 
O. 
O. 
4 
500. 1000 
(b) It= 7.5 m y 
O. 
O. 500. 1000. 
(C)lt-15.0my 
O. 
O. 500 1000 
( d ) It=22. 5 m. y 
O. 
O. 500. 1000. 
Fig. 5. Temperatures in the subducting plate after a pause in the subducting 
motion. Calculations are made using (IV. 5) under the conditions that 
1=80 km，り=v*=5cmfyr and tt=7.5 my. Physical constants are as same 
as in MCKENZIE (1969). Contours are isotherms for TrfTo=0.2， 0.4， 0.6 
and 0.8 at (a) t=O.O my， (b) t=7.5 my， (c) t=15.0 my and (d) t=22.5 
my. A dotted line gives the boundary bet¥veen the plates PA and PB 
(See Fig. 4). 
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九[1+~ Cn exp( _n2π旬R*l)sin(nn:z/l)] ， m三二v*t，
Tr(x， z， t)= 
九[1十三J'Cn exp(-n2π2(x+(v-v*)t+vtp)/RI)) sin(nn:z/l)] ， 
x>の*t，(IV.5) 
where R*==ρCpv匂κ. Fig. 5 compares temperatures Tr(x， z， t)after the subducting 
motion began for the case of v* ==v. After the subducting motion began， the boundary 
between the old plate PB and the new plate P A adavnces at a velocity v*. Therefore， 
the solution for xζv*t gives temperature in the plate PA， while the solution for x>v*t 
gives one in the plate PB. 
As the temperature varies abr1!lpt~y across the boundary between the plate P A and 
PB， heat must conduct across the boundary in the real situation. However， 1 think 
that (IV.5) holds fundamental features of temperature in the subducting plate， because 
the effect of heat conduction across the boundary is restricted within a small distance 
as long as we discuss the transient temperature during a relatively short period. 
If Ts(x， z)and Ts *(x， z)are steady state temperatures in the plates subducting at 
velocities乞)and v*， respectively， (IV.5) becomes 
Tか， z， t)= 
T~ *(x， z)， 
Tか+(のーの*)t十vtp，z) ， 
xくの*t，
x>v*t. 
If tp=O， v==の*and therefore R==R*， (IV.6) becomes 
Tr(x， z， t)= Ts(x， z). 
(IV.6) 
This is reasonable because the condition implies that the plate continues to subduct 
at a velocity v. 
If v*==O， (IV.6) becomes 
Tr(x， z， t)= Ts(x+v(t+tp)， z)
=Tか，z， t十tp). 
This is also reasonable because the condition implies that the subducting motion has 
continued to stop since t== -tp. 
If v==のへ (IV.6)becomes 
Tr(x， z， t)=-
Ts(x， z)， 
Ts(x+vtp， z)， 
x<vt， 
x>vt. 
As Fig. 5 shows， the boundary between the plates PA and PB advances at a velocity v， 
while the isotherms in the plate PB does not move. 
If tp==O， (IV.6) becomes 
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Tr(x， z， t)= 
Ts *(x， z)， 
Ts(x+(v-v*)t， z ) ， 
x~v*t ， 
x>v*t. 
This gives temperature in the plate after the subduction velocity changed from v to v* 
stepwisely at t=O (See Fig. 6). Fig. 7 compares temperatures 九(x，z， t)after the sub-
duction velocity changed fronl 5.0 cm/yr to 2.5 cm/yr. As Fig. 7 shows， the isotherm 
in the plate PB advances at a velocity (v*ーの)， while the boundary between the plates 
P A and PB advances at a velocity v*. 
(1) t<o (2) t圃O (3) O<t 
ーー 〉
PA:PB 。
L・. 、
4 
~ 、
4 ??
、
??? ?
Fig. 6. Situation before and after the change in subduction velocity. (1) A plate 
PB subducted at a velocity v (t<O). (2) Subduction velocity changed 
from v to v* when a plate PA reached at the trench (t =0). (3) The 
plate PA subducts at a velocty v* together with a plate PB (t<O). 
1= 80.0 km v= 5.0 cm/yr v栄=2.5 cm/yr tp= 0.0 m.y. 
(a)lt= 0.0 m.y. 
O. 
0 500. 1000 
(b) I t=7.5 m.y. 
O. 
0 500. 1000. 
( c)I t=15.0 m. y . 
o. 
o. 500. 1000 
( d ) It=22. 5 m. y . 
。。 500 1000 
Fig. 7. Temperatures in the subducting plate after the change in subduction ve-
locity. Calculations are made using (IV. 5) under the conditions that 1= 
80km，む=5.0cm/yr， v*=2.S cmfyr and t=O my. Physical constants are 
as same as in MCKENZIE-(1969). Contours are isotherms for TrlTo = 
0.2， 0.4， 0.6 and 0.8 at (a) t=O.O my (steady state)， (b) t=7.5 my， (c) t= 
15.0 my and (d) t=22.5 my. 
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Thus， equations (1V.5) and (]V.6) represent temperature in the plate of which sub-
duction velocity changes， ina relatively general fOfII1l. 
v. Discussion 
As discussed in Section 11， the length Xa of the seismic segment of the plate that 
subducts steadily at a velocity v isequal to vta・ Thetime constant ta of a plate for ther-
mal assimilation does not depend on the subudction velocity， but is proportional to square 
of thickness of the plate. We consider here ta as a constant parameter because of the 
assumption (C) that the thickness is constant. Therefore， (1V.6) indicates that the sub圃
ducting plate is seislnic in the segment where the ，distance x from the trench satisfies the 
following condition (a) or (b) 
(a) x三-:.v*t and x三三ポta， 
(b) x>v*t and 、お十(vーポ)t+vtp~vta ， or 
v*t<x三v(ta-tp)十(む*-v)t . 
(V.l) 
(V.2) 
1f v*~O and tp==O or the subducting motion has stopped since t==O (See Fig. 8 
(a))， (V.l) and (V.2) become 
、
(a) velocity 
V 
-・ ・ ・ ・圃. -
-圃・ ・ ・ ・ ・，- -
。
(b) length 
Xa 
・ー ・圃 ・ ・園田，_
¥ 
------、
。
¥ 
、
¥ 
¥ 
t 
ta 
8， 
t 
(c) movemel'ilt 
X 
Ba 
。
Fig.8.Velodty(a)，length of seismic segment(b)and movementof materml(c) 
as a function of tune for the case that subduezing motion stops at t=0. 
Thick，broken and dotted lines in (b)correspond to those m(a).A mate-
rial which subducts at t<O moves from B1 through B2 to B3・ Athin line 
with spikes show the boundary where the subducting material becomes 
aselsmlc. 
t 
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xsv(ta-t) . 
This suggests that the seismic segment shortens at a velocity v and that the seismic seg帽
ment disappears after a constant time to (See Fig. 8 (b ). Next， consider the movement 
of the material which starts to subduct at t==一九 (SeeFig. 8 (c). After the lnaterial 
Iloves from B1 (0， -ts) to B2 (vts， 0)， itremains at the same place and finally becomes 
aseismic at B3・ A simple calculation gives the coordinates of B3 (vts， ta一人). Because 
the material which starts to subduct at t ==一人 becomesaseismic at t==ら-ts，the time 
constant for assimilation is ta， being equal to one in the case of the steady subduction. 
The conditions (V.l) and (V.2) give， ina general form， the length of the seismic 
segment of the plate after a pause in the subducting motion as a function of _ time (See 
Fig. 9). Because the boundary between the remaining old plate PB and the new plate 
P A advances at a velocityむぺ (V.l)represents features in the plate PA. From (V.l)， 
we obtain x < v*t for tζta and xS: v*ta for ta<t. The former indicates that the leading 
edge of the plate P A moves at a velocity v* and the latter indicates that the length of the 
seismic segment becomes equal to that in the steady state subduction with a velocity v* 
after a time ta. On the other hand， (V.2) represents features of the plate PB. The first 
right hand gives the length of the seismic segment when the subducting 
velocity 
the ln term 
V 
-v-〉ーv*-
V 一ーv* 
V 〈v* ---- .. - - I 
七。-tp 
movement (c) length (b) 
X Xa 
/ 
/ A2J 
/ 
Bφ ノ
ヤ.，..・
/ 
//AJ 
O 
••• 
， ? ???
81 
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?
?
???
??
?• ??• 
?• 
? ， 、
?
、、
、
ー
ノ
/ 
〆
" ， 
????
， ? ?
t 
-tp 
七
ta ta-tp 。-tp 
Velocity (a)， length of seismic segment (b) and movement of material (c) 
as a function of time for the case that subducting motion stops forーらく
t <0. A material which subducts at t <ーら movesfrom B1 through B2 
and B3 to B4・ Amaterial which subducts at t> 0 moves from A.l to A2・
A broken line with one dot gives the boundary bet，veen plates Pi¥ and PB 
(See Fig. 4). Other expressions are as same as in Fig. 8. 
Fig. 9. 
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motion has stopped during a period らandthe second term shows that the length grows 
at a velocity (v*-v)・ The intersection time taーら betweenthe equations x=む*tand 
x=何らー ら)+(v*ーの)tgives the time when the seismic segment of the plate PB has dis-
appeared， and the critical time is independent of the velocities v and v*. The lowest 
part of the seismic seglnent consists of the plate PB for t < taーら andof the plate P A 
for t>九ーら・
Considering the above discussions， the length Xa of the seismic segment changes 
with time as follows (See Fig. 9): 
vta， t三三ーら，
む(taーら-t)， らー<t三二0，
Xa = i v(ta-tp)+(v*ーの)t， O<t~taーら，
乞)*t， taーら<t~ta， 
* v"l'ta， ta<t. 
Next， consider the movement of the material which starts to subduct at t=-ts 
(ts>tp). After the material moves from Bl (0， -ts) to B2 (む(tsーら)，ーら)， i t remains 
at the same place during a period from B2 to B3 (む(tsーら)， 0)・ At t=O，it b-gins to move 
again at a velocity v* for B4' where it becomes aseismic. A simple calculation 2'ives 
the coordinates of B4 (v*(ta-ts)+v(ts--tp)， tα-ts). Because the material， which三arts
to subduct at t==-ts， becomes aseismic at t=ら-ts，the time constant of the plate PB 
for assimilation is ta-As the plate PA moves from Alto AD the time constant of the 
plate PA isnaturally ta. 
A Aboveぞsωsionincludes the special ωe that the subudぬonvelocity changed 
Fom u to ♂ s均 Wおelyat t=O (See Fig 10(a))Then，as tp=O，(V1)and (V2) 
oecome 
X<v*t and x<v*ta， 
v*tくお三三vta十(む*ーの)t. 
(V.3) 
(V.4) 
Equations (V.3) and (V.4) give the length Xa of the seismic segment as a function 
of time (See Fig. 10): 
乞)ta， 
Xa ==) vta+(v*ーの)t， 
乞)*ta， 
t三二0，
O<t<ta) 
ta<t. 
The length of the seismic segment shifts from vta to v*ta through the transient stal! 
while the segm似 growsat a velocity (v*ーの)・ Next， consider the movem側 Oぱf4
material which starts to subduct at t== -t s・ Thematerial moves from Bl (0， -t$) to 
B2(Ms，0)at a velocityuand next moves at a velocity u*from B2tO B3(む*(t a -t $) + vt $'
ta-ts)，where the material becomes aseismic-Thus，the thae constant for assimilation 
IS ta. 
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Fig. 10. Velocity (a)， length of seismic segment (b) and movement of material 
(c) as a function of time for the case that subduction velocity changes at 
t=O. A materiaI which subducts at t<O moves from B1 through B2 
and B3・ Amaterial which subducts at t> 0 moves from A1 to A2・ Other
expressions are as same as in Fig. 9. 
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Based on a simple subduction model sirnilar to McKENZIE (1972)'s one， the thermal 
conduction equation was solved in order to understand the transient features of tem-
perature in the plate subducting into an isothermal nlantle after a period of the pause 
in the subducting motion. If the previous subduction with a velocity -z， stopped at 
t=ーら andthe present subduction with a velocity v* began at t=O， the temperature 
Tr(x， z， t)is expressed as 
Tr(x， z， t)= 
Ts *(x， z)， 
Tか+(v-v*)t+vtp，z) ， 
x<v*t， 
x>む*t， 
(VI.1 ) 
where Ts(x， z)and Ts *(x， z)give steady state temperature distributions in the plate ~Thich 
subducts at velocities v and v*， respectively. Equation (¥71.1) represents in a general 
form of the transient tenlperature in the plate when the subduction velocity changes 
stepwisely. 
If we consider that the plate has assimilated thermally V¥'ith the n1antle and becomes 
aseismic where the minimum temperature across the plate becomes bigher than a critical 
telnperature Ta， the length of the seismic segment of the plate varies ¥vith tinle as fol-
lows: 
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(1) After the subducting motion stopped， the seismic segment shortens at the 
same velocity as one of the previous subduction. 
(2) After new subducting motion began before the previous seismic segment would 
disappear， the seismic segment， which consists of the old plate， becomes long 
at a velocity (v*-v) until the new plate overtakes it. After that， the seismic 
segment， which consists of the new plate， becomes long at a velocity v until 
託becomesas long as one in the steady state. 
(3) After the subduction velocity changed from v to v* stepwisely， the seismic 
segment grows at a velocity (v*ーの)until it becomes as long as one in the steady 
state subduction with a velocity v*. 
1 wish to thank Dr. K. Wadatsumi and col1aborators in the same laboratory for 
the critical discussions on the present study. 
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Appendix A 
SinlIlar to McKENZIE (1969)， ifwe introduce nondimensional variables x' =xJ 1， z'= 
zJ'l， f' =tJτand Tc' =Tc/To， where τ=ρCpl2Jκ=RlJv and R=ρCp7.均κ，(111.1) becomes 
θTCFー θ2TJ
θt' θZ'2 ， (A.l) 
(111.2) becomes 
????， ， ， ? 、???、?， ??，??????????， ，?、? ????
??
?
???? ?? ????
(A.2) 
and (111.3) becomes 
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T/(x'， 0， t')= 1 and 
T/(〆， 1， t')= 1 . 
(A.3) 
t : The solution of (A.1) satisfying (A.3) is expresses in a form 
Tパx'，z'， t')= 1+2JPnexp(-n2π2t') sin (1仰')• 
The constants Pn (n=1， 2，…) are determined from (A.2) 
1+呂九州n7Cz')= 1+忍Cn叫 (-n27C2x'/R)州 n7Cz')
.~ ， Pn = Cn exp( _n2π2x'/R) . 
Therefore， the solution of (A.1) becomes 
????????????? ?????
????? ????
Appendix B 
If we introduce non dimensional variables x'こ xjl，〆=z/l，t' =t/τand T，' =Tr/九，
where τ=ρCp12/κand R*-ρCpv*l/κ， (IV.1) becomes 
空Zf+R*全22r=竺Zf(B.1)
θt' θ〆 θZ'2， 
and (IV.2) becomes 
T，'(〆，zr，0)=1+21Cnexp(-仇 2(〆JR+ゲ))州n7Cz')， (B.2) 
where tp' =tp/τ・， and (IV.3) and (IV.4) become 
Ty'(〆， 0， t')=] and 
T，'(〆， 1， t')= 1 ， 
TJ(O，zf，tr)=1-zf 
(B.3) 
????????
?
?
?? ? (B.4) 
The solution of (B.1) satisfying (B.3) is 
?????????????? ???? (B.S) 
if functions Fn(x'， t')(n=l， 2，…) satisfy 
θF 金 θF. ? ? T"1 -J+R本一-it=-7tπZFn-
θt' θx' 
(B.6) 
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Then， (B.2) becomes 
Fn(x'， 0)= Cn exp (_n2n2(〆/R+tp'))， (B.7) 
and (B.4) becomes 
Fn(O， t')= Cn・ (B.8) 
If Fn(〆，t') (η=1，2，…) are expressed in a form 
Fn(〆，t') = Gn(〆)Hn(〆-R*t')， (B.9) 
functions G n{〆)(12=1， 2，…) are determined by 
?
?? ?
?
d〆 R*， (B.I0) 
and functions Hn(ご)(n=1， 2，…) are determined by (B.7) and (B.8): 
Gρ')Hn(〆)= Cn exp (-n2π2(〆/R+tp'))， 
Gn{O)Hn{ -R*t') = Cn . 
(B.ll ) 
(B.12) 
Thus， Fn{〆，t') (n=l， 2，…) are expressed by 
Fn{〆，t') = Cn exp{-n2π2x'/R*)Hn(〆-R*ど)， (B.13) 
where 
、
Hn(ご)=
exp(-n2π2{ご/R-c/R*+tp'))， 
ご三 0，
ご>0.
(B.14) 
Using (B.5)， (B.13) and (B.14)， the solution of (B.l) becomes 
Ty'(xソ，t') = 1+呂Cnexp{-n2π引が)Hn{〆-R*t')州向う
or 
TJ(xr，zr，tr)= 
1+2J Cn仰 (-n2π引が)叫nnz')， x' SR*t ， 
1+2 cn叫 [-n2内
〆>R*tr.
